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“

Mission Statement
T he role of GBGB is to regulate and promote
British greyhound racing, with greyhound
welfare as our highest priority.

”
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Values
WELFARE

We will always put the welfare of greyhounds at
the heart of all we do.

INTEGRITY

We always act with honesty, impartiality
and consistency to earn the trust of our
stakeholders.

PROFESSIONALISM

We pride ourselves on our commitment to
quality and effective service delivery and the
successful development of those working within
the sport.

Vision
That British greyhound racing is a successful
and sustainable sport, commercially-viable
and adequately funded to ensure its future
prosperity. We are world-leading in welfare
and integrity standards and support everyone
involved in the sport to increase its popularity
with our British and global audiences.

GOOD GOVERNANCE

We will always act in the best interests of the
sport as a whole and be accountable for our
actions.

RESPECT

We value all those involved in the sport
highly – no matter their role – and will always
give consideration and due regard to every
stakeholder.
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“

D emonstrating the world-leading
welfare standards evident in our
sport opens the way for increased
sponsorship and investment from
new external stakeholders which
will allow us to welcome new
audiences and future fans.
Jeremy Cooper

”
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Chairman’s
Statement
By Jeremy Cooper

I firmly believe that under the GBGB Greyhound Commitment
we must continue to lead the sport in terms of our welfare
ambitions and hence why I’m determined to achieve our target
to reduce the number of greyhounds being put to sleep at
tracks on humane grounds by half within the next three years.
Moreover, we continue to work towards achieving our target of
eliminating those occasions where a greyhound is put to sleep
on economic grounds. We are clear that these deaths are
avoidable and unnecessary and are therefore unacceptable.

In 2019, GBGB built on our pledges to
put welfare at the centre of everything
that we do. To this end, we have set
ourselves challenging and stretching
targets in order to ensure that British
licensed greyhound racing continues to
have world-leading safety, integrity and
welfare standards.

To support our welfare and integrity ambitions, we must
have sustainable funding that can see us plan properly over
the next three to five years and for us to further develop our
Greyhound Commitment. After many years of protracted
negotiations, we were delighted to start receiving voluntary
contributions from bookmakers for their on-line operations
at the beginning of 2019. This was especially vital as we were
faced with a significant decrease in contributions from their
retail operations, owing to large numbers of licensed betting
offices closing.

As Chairman of GBGB, I am pleased to report that the second
publication of GBGB’s annually released and independently
verified track injury and retirement data is very similar to
those published in 2018. This not only provides consistent
evidence as to where our sport currently is in terms of welfare,
but it also allows us to highlight where we need to be doing
more. We are in no way complacent about the challenges
ahead and I would like to take the opportunity to thank
everyone involved in the sport who are all passionately pulling
together in everything we do to showcase greyhound racing.

British licensed greyhound racing remains an extremely
viable product for bookmakers with good profit margins and
extremely high welfare and integrity standards. Our greyhound
community are both passionate and determined that our sport
could and absolutely should flourish once more; therefore,
any increase in these levels of contributions would only
further assist us with our welfare agenda. Demonstrating the
world-leading welfare standards evident in our sport opens
the way for increased sponsorship and investment from new
external stakeholders which will allow us to welcome new
audiences and future fans.
Jeremy Cooper,
GBGB Chairman, July 2020
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Managing
Director’s
Report
By Mark Bird
This year has really allowed
GBGB to build on our welfare
commitments and demonstrate
that we are very serious about
taking British licensed greyhound
racing into a new era of
transparency and prosperity.

Racing
With the closure of Towcester in 2018, we also lost
the host of the English Greyhound Derby. Nottingham
Greyhound Stadium was subsequently selected and
awarded the 2019 Derby. Overall, the Nottingham
team provided a very fitting spectacle for the Derby
with some superb and safe racing. The racing
throughout the heats and final was excellent with
the eventual winner being Priceless Blake, with Irish
trainer Paul Hennessy raising the trophy for the
second time.
At the final, we were pleased to host the Animal
Welfare Minister David Rutley MP and show him the
welfare and integrity checks which are carried out
by the Veterinary Surgeon and paddock staff. It is
fair to say that the Minister was impressed with the
operational plan at the track and saw the care and
attention that each and every greyhound receives.
The Derby was, as ever, the highlight of the Open
Race year but across the calendar we were treated
to some fantastic racing across GBGB tracks at all
grades. This could not be achieved without the hard
work of their dedicated grounds teams, paddock staff
and racing office staff who collectively ensure that
every race is run fairly and safely.

9

Welfare and Integrity
The 2019 track injury and retirement data was very
much in line with that of 2018 data. We did, however,
set ourselves challenging targets around reducing
economic euthanasia and the number of greyhounds
being put to sleep on humane grounds at tracks. We
are confident that we will be able to meet these targets
and demonstrate that our welfare ambitions are both
genuine and achievable.

“

Part of our ambition, which helps underpin welfare, is
detailed within the new kennelling standards for trainers’
kennels, as outlined in the BSI PAS 251. Whilst this is the
technical specification for kennels, GBGB are determined
to add value to this document through the development of
a GBGB Code of Practice for trainers’ kennels. The Code
will be the ‘go to document’ for trainers and kennel staff
to use for the everyday care and welfare of our racing
greyhounds.
Another significant initiative from our Greyhound
Commitment is our national Injury Recovery Scheme
which provides additional funding for owners whose
greyhounds sustain a career-ending injury at our tracks.
I am pleased to report that in 2019, £91,000 was spent on
the scheme which assisted 294 greyhounds to be treated,
ultimately leading to their successful retirement.
Mark Bird,
GBGB Managing Director

A cross the calendar we
were treated to some
fantastic racing across
GBGB tracks at all
grades. This could not be
achieved without the hard
work of their dedicated
grounds teams, paddock
staff and racing office
staff who collectively
ensure that every race is
run fairly and safely.

”
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The Greyhound
Commitment
On behalf of our sport and industry, the Greyhound Board of Great Britain, working
with our trusted stakeholders and relying on voluntary funding from bookmakers, is
proud to make and uphold the following commitments:

1

Greyhound welfare and safety
is at the heart of everything
we do.

2

Every racing greyhound is
treated with care and respect
throughout its career.

3

Our independently verified
injury rates remain the lowest
in the world and will improve
further still.

4

Wherever possible, every dog
leaving racing enjoys a long
and happy retirement.

5

Every race is run fairly,
safely and that attending a
race meeting is an enjoyable
and fun experience for all
involved.

6

Those working within the
sport have access to training at
the beginning of their careers,
and ongoing, accredited
professional development.

7

Funding received from the
betting industry significantly
contributes to greyhound
welfare.

8

Together, we continue to
promote our sport and
nurture the public’s love of
greyhounds.

To find out how we are meeting
these Commitments, please
visit: www.gbgb.org.uk
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Greyhound of
the Year Awards

2019

Held at:

Sunday 26th January 2020
The annual awards ceremony was attended
by 350 people. The evening celebrated not just
the achievements of our canine athletes, but
also the people who look after them; trainers,
kennelhands, owners and homers.
The evening was generously sponsored by a
notable number of sponsors.

Supported by:
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The Winners

GBGB Greyhound of the Year, ACS and Datastore 365 Newcomer of the
Year and PA Media Standard Distance Performer of the Year

ICE ON FIRE

Crash – Bigmans Grainne
Trainer: James Fenwick
Owner(s): David Spraggon
2019 Achievements:
Winner: Nottingham Stadium Bookmakers Puppy Classic, Nottingham
Winner: Alconex All England Cup, Newcastle
Winner: Carling Eclipse, Nottingham
Winner: O’Toole’s Gym Byker Laurels, Newcastle
Finalist: RPGTV Puppy Trophy, Nottingham
16 Open Race Wins

GBGB Bitch of the Year

BULL RUN BYTE
Romeo Recruit – Tullowmac Java
Trainer: Kevin Hutton
Owner(s): Gilbert Anderson
2019 Achievements:
Winner: English Oaks, Swindon
Finalist: RPGTV Golden Crest, Poole
11 Open Race Wins

SIS Marathon Performer of the Year

MICKS LITTLE GEM

Superior Product – Mays Maska
Trainer: Michelle Brown
Owner(s): Malcolm Dickerson, Peter Fairs, Hazel Kemp, Colin Mackay
2019 Achievements:
Winner: Ladbrokes Boxing Day Marathon, Crayford
Winner: Star Sports Dorando Marathon, Nottingham
7 Open Race Wins

GBGB Hurdler of the Year

TURNHOUSE JET
Laughil Duke – Jaytee China
Trainer: Ricky Holloway
Owner(s): Douglas Cottle
2019 Achievements:
Winner: RPGTV Champion Hurdle, Central Park
Finalist: Cearnsport Grand National, Central Park
17 Open Race Wins

Charles Russell Speechlys Sprinter of the Year

TROY BELLA

Tyrur Big Mike – Fire Height Bird
Trainer: David Mullins
Owner(s): Mick Gollogly
2019 Achievements:
Winner: Local Parking Secuirty National Sprint, Nottingham
265m Track Record, Central Park
17 Open Race Wins
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Racing Post Greyhound TV Stayer of the Year

DROOPYS LIVE

Tullymurry Act – Live Queen
Trainer: Angela Harrison
Owner(s): John Hardman, Jo Maragh, Paul Maragh, Emma Wright
2019 Achievements:
Winner: SIS Yorkshire St Leger, Doncaster
Runner Up: Ladbrokes Summer Stayers Classic, Monmore
20 Open Race Wins

GBGB Graded Greyhound of the Year

THESE OLD SHADES

Confident Rankin – Farloe Lila
Trainer: Barrie Draper
Owner(s): David Tompkins, Jean Tompkins, Ben Tompkins
Starting out in A8 in January, Swift Keeper ended the year in A1 class after a
series of wins – 15 in total – holding his own in top-grade. He was competitive
throughout the year.

GBGB Best Dam of British Bred

SKATE ON

Cashen Legend - Grannys Image
Trainer: Liz McNair
Owner(s): K.S.S. Syndicate
For the third year running, Skate On is the GBGB Best Dam of British Bred 2019.
The 2012 William Hill Oaks runner-up and star sprinter has once again proved to
be one of the outstanding dams in recent times, as her offspring captured major
competitions throughout 2019. They amassed nearly 300 more points than in 2018
with a grand total of 619.

SIS British Bred Greyhound of the Year

KING SHEERAN

Eden the Kid – Skate on
Trainer: Elizabeth McNair
Owner(s): K.S.S. Syndicate
2019 Achievements:
Winner: 73rd British Bred 2-Year-Old Produce Stakes, Swindon
Winner: BGBF British Bred Derby, Sheffield
Winner: Coral Greyhound Olympic, Brighton & Hove
Runner Up: Carling Eclipse, Nottingham
Finalist: BGBF/Nottingham British Breeders Stakes, Nottingham
Semi Finalist: Star Sports, ARC & LPS Greyhound Derby, Nottingham
14 Open Race Wins
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The Winners
Founders Award for Services to Retired Greyhounds

Kath Armitage

Kath Armitage has been the heart and soul of the West Yorkshire branch for 20 years
and has built a branch and reputation to be proud of. She is respected by trainers,
owners and homers alike for her honest approach and absolute focus on greyhound
welfare. Her knowledge and extraordinary drive have led to many developments for
the branch, including outstanding kennelling, an impressive homing record, as well
as community partnerships that have been highly effective in fundraising and other
promotional activities.

GWA Services to Greyhound Racing Award

Michael Fortune

Michael Fortune is the 2019 recipient of the GWA Services to Greyhound Racing award.
Members of the Greyhound Writers’ Association had no hesitation in awarding Michael
a posthumous honour. He was a loyal colleague and friend, with a huge list of contacts
and experience of greyhound racing all over the world.

Coral Owner of the Year

K.S.S. Syndicate
It is the fifth time the syndicate, headed by Brendan Keogh, has won the title having
scooped the award in 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018. Their team of greyhounds amassed a
record 915 points, finishing ahead of Evan Herbert (357) and the Conlon Family (354).

BAGS Kennelhand of the Year

Hannah Prince

The 2019 BAGS sponsored Kennelhand of the Year is Hannah Prince, Head
Kennelhand to Gerry Ballentine, Perry Barr. Hannah’s dedication and enthusiasm
were showcased in her nominations which praised the young kennelhand for her
tireless efforts, professionalism and inspiring work ethic. With both parents having
been involved in training at Monmore, Hannah has been around greyhounds her whole
life and has been intrinsic to the Ballentine kennel’s British breeding operation.

Ladbrokes Trainer of the Year

Mark Wallis

Mark Wallis was crowned Ladbrokes Trainer of the Year for the eleventh time and the
eighth year running. Mark Wallis scored 221 open-race successes in 2019 for a tally of
1,120 points as he finished ahead of his former assistant Patrick Janssens (991) and
Liz McNair (912).
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2019 Roll of Honour
Race

Track

Distance

Greyhound

Trainer

Coronation Cup
Golden Jacket
Juvenile
Springbok
Winter Derby
Golden Sprint
Puppy Derby
Steel City Cup
Grand National
Northern Sprint
Regency
Scottish Derby
Maiden Derby
Yarmouth St Leger
The Derby
Guy and Dolls
English Puppy Derby
Champion Hurdle
Three Steps to Victory
The Classic
73rd Produce Stakes
Select Stakes
Sussex Cup
Summer Stayers
Gold Cup
Puppy Classic
Champion Stakes
TV Trophy
73nd East Anglian Derby
Nothern Plate
Puppy Cup
Kent St Leger
Kent Derby
Scurry
British Breeders Stakes
Yorkshire St Leger
All England Cup
Gold Collar
Brighton Belle
St Leger
Eclipse Stakes
Essex Vase
British Bred Derby
The English Oaks
Laurels
Northern Puppy Derby
National Sprint
Greyhound Olympic

Romford
Crayford
Sheffield
Central Park
Brighton & Hove
Romford
Monmore Green
Sheffield
Central Park
Sheffield
Brighton & Hove
Shawfield
Henlow
Yarmouth
Nottingham
Crayford
Henlow
Central Park
Sheffield
Sunderland
Swindon
Nottingham
Brighton & Hove
Monmore Green
Monmore Green
Nottingham
Romford
Romford
Yarmouth
Newcastle
Romford
Crayford
Central Park
Belle Vue
Nottingham
Doncaster
Newcastle
Crayford
Brighton & Hove
Perry Barr
Nottingham
Romford
Sheffield
Swindon
Newcastle
Newcastle
Nottingham
Brighton & Hove

575m
714m
500m
480mH
490m
400m
480m
500m
480mH
280m
695m
480m
460m
659m
500m
380m
460m
480mH
660m
450m
480m
500m
515m
630m
480m
500m
575m
925m
462m
480m
400m
714m
480m
260m
500m
661m
480m
540m
515m
710m
500m
575m
500m
476m
480m
480m
305m
515m

Desperado Dan
Stardom
Seaglass Phantom
Burgess Brandy
King Turbo
Union Jack
Troy Zico
Roxholme Nidge
Caislean Fifi
Coolavanny Dylan
Aayamza Breeze
Braveheart Bobby
Dalcash Behold
Roxholme Poppy
Priceless Blake
Skip Mayo
Bockos Doomie
Turnhouse Jet
Bull Run Button
Velvet Juliet
King Sheeran
Trickys Dumbo
Droopys Gold
Sheldan
Seaglass Tiger
Ice On Fire
Aayamza Express
Bumblebee Bullet
Roxholme Nidge
Witton Derecho
Bubbly Princess
Antigua Fire
Forest Alan
Droopys Reel
Romeo Rumble
Droopys Live
Ice On Fire
Saving Sonic
Galloping Moon
Redzer Ardfert
Ice On Fire
Droopys Aoife
King Sheeran
Bull Run Byte
Ice On Fire
Levante Beach
Troy Bella
King Sheeran

P Janssens
H Dimmock
P Janssens
R Holloway
E Mcnair
J Liles
D Mullins
H Keightley
S Cahill
K Grayson
M Wallis
P Buckley
K Hutton
H Keightley
P Hennessy
G Davidson
P Janssens
R Holloway
B Draper
A Harrison
E Mcnair
R Holt
S Cahill
K Boon
P Janssens
J Fenwick
M Wallis
M Wallis
H Keightley
J Sutherst
P Young
M Wallis
S Cahill
A Harrison
J Mullins
A Harrison
J Fenwick
J Mullins
K Hutton
B Maunsell
J Fenwick
E Gaskin
E Mcnair
K Hutton
J Fenwick
A Harrison
D Mullins
E Mcnair
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Regulatory
Review

Point of Registration (POR) Sampling
The breakdown of the POR samples for the contract year 1st
October 2018 to 30th September 2019 is as follows:
Type

Analysed

Not Analysed

Blood

147

0

Urine

6,686

5

6,833

5

Introduction
Staff changes in 2019 saw the addition of Stipendiary Steward,
Tiffany Blackett, replacing Lorraine Sams who was on an
interim contract.

45 screening positives were reported from POR samples,
with the main screen finding being for nandrolone and its
metabolites.

Complaints
A total of 42 complaints were received in 2019 (14 fewer than
in 2018) and each complaint was investigated. The result
of these investigations resulted in 1 training licence being
suspended, 1 disciplinary hearing, 3 local inquiries and 1
improvement or 3 advisory notices being issued.
The complaints data for 2017/18 is as follows:
Tracks

Trainers

Welfare

2019

22

14

2

Drugs Licensing
1

0

3

2018

10

17

4

0

2

23

Other

50% of complaints were investigated within 30 days.

Sampling
A total of 8,276 samples were taken for analysis during the
contract year 1st October 2018 to 30th September 2019, with
the breakdown as follows:
Race / Trial Samples
Type
Analysed

Not Analysed

Blood

72

0

Other

17

0

Hair

5

0

8,144

38

8,238

38

Urine

Of these samples, 0.5% were confirmed by LGC as positive
for prohibited substances. The breakdown of the 43 positive
samples is assessed as:
Number
% of total
% of total
		
samples
positive
			samples
Doping

15

Medication

0.20%

35%

13

0.17%

30%

Feed Contaminant

8

0.10%

19%

Contaminants (other)

7

0.9%

16%

Welfare
Report
Welfare
2019 saw significant progress made through the welfare
initiatives introduced in our Greyhound Commitment which
was launched in 2018 – the industry blueprint for driving
welfare standards across the sport. The Injury Recovery
Scheme (IRS) is one such initiative that came into effect in
late 2018 to support owners, trainers, and racecourses alike
with remedial veterinary costs associated with career-ending
injuries. 294 applications were processed by GBGB in 2019
and funding to the value of £91,000 was provided as support.
The success of this scheme, in turn, had a positive impact on
the homing figures and, more importantly, in the reduction
of avoidable euthanasia. The continuing upward trend of
greyhounds being found loving homes when their racing
careers are at an end was evident again in 2019, with the
highest recorded number of greyhounds being successfully
homed. Further support towards the costs of homing
greyhounds was defined in this period through a Greyhound
Retirement Scheme to be launched in 2020. This scheme will
guarantee all newly registered greyhounds a financial bond
at the end of their racing career to assist with the cost of
their retirement.
Hot and Cold Weather Policies were published in 2019 to
provide a clear set of principles designed to protect the
health, comfort, and safety of greyhounds when racing
in extremes of weather. A series of ‘how to’ videos were
launched to provide trainers and owners with specialist
veterinary advice and guidance relating to greyhound care.
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A Code of Practice was launched in 2019 as a blueprint
for kennel and welfare standards and to cover all aspects
of greyhound care. The Code provides a clear framework
for everyone to follow as well as being a reference
document for the daily operations of a residential kennel.
In support of the Code, additional funds were provided
in 2019 through the Trainers Assistance Fund for kennel
improvements and development.

Kennel Improvement Programme

A summary of the 2019 data is as follows:

Injury Data 2019
Total Greyhound Runs 410,607
Type of injury

Recorded
injuries

% of injuries
against total runs

Hock Injuries

765

0.19

Wrist Injuries

792

0.19

Foot Injuries

1088

0.26

In 2019, the Trainers Assistance Fund awarded £373,236 of
development and improvement grants to 86 professional
trainers, while a further 47 trainers were granted awards
towards the cost of improving transport arrangements.

Hind Long Bone

29

0.01

Fore Long Bone

94

0.02

Fore Limb Muscle

504

0.12

Hind Limb Muscle

1,104

0.27

Injury and Retirement Data

Other

684

0.14

4,970

1.21

207

0.05

Each year we publish verified data for every GBGB registered
greyhound injured on the track or leaving the sport. The
2019 injury data was consistent with that of 2018 whilst the
retirement data showed a clear improvement in the total
percentage of greyhounds finding a home once their racing
career had ended.
These figures demonstrated the significant progress that
GBGB and the wider industry have made since the launch of
the Greyhound Commitment in 2018. There is, however, no
room for complacency and we will continue to strive for the
very best welfare standards across the sport. To this end, in
2019 we set ourselves some challenging but realistic targets
around reducing economic euthanasia and the number of
greyhounds being put to sleep on humane grounds at tracks.
These are:
• To halve the number of greyhounds being put to sleep
on humane grounds at the track due to injuries within
three years;
• To halve the number of greyhounds being put to sleep
because either no home was found for them or on
economic grounds in three years – with the ultimate
aim of bringing this down to zero.

Total Injuries
Track Fatalities

Retirement Data 2019
Summary Retirement
Retained by Owner / Trainer

783

11%

4716

66%

Rehomed by Owner / Trainer

679

9%

Breeding / Independent Racing

280

4%

2

-

6,460

90.1%

Greyhound Trust / Charity

Other (including private homing non-charity)
Homed/retained

Put to Sleep (PTS) / Sudden / Natural Death
Treatment costs

123

1.7%

No Home found

0

0.0%

142

2.0%

Designated Unsuitable for Homing

83

1.1%

Sudden Death

91

1.3%

207

2.9%

64

0.9%

No Viable Option Away from Racecourse

Humane Grounds at Racecourse
Terminal Illness / Natural Causes / Other

Total
710
			

9.9%
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Racing
Review
By Jonathan Hobbs

THE sport moved into
a new era on the track
in 2019 as Nottingham
became the fifth venue to
stage a Greyhound Derby.
Following the closure of Towcester the
previous year - the Northamptonshire
track has since been reopened by
promoter Kevin Boothby - Nottingham
stepped up to host the world’s greatest
greyhound race, adding its name to a
roll of honour of tracks to have staged
the Classic after White City, Harringay,
Wimbledon and Towcester.
For Nottingham directors Rachel and
Nathan Corden there was a real sense
of pride as the runners went to traps for
the first night of first-round action - given
their late father Terry had championed
greyhound racing’s cause for many years,
including taking control of Nottingham
Stadium in 1988 where the Greyhound
Derby was now to be hosted.
The initial entry of 212 runners for the
£100,000-to-the-winner showcase
sponsored by Star Sports, Arc and Local
Parking Security (LPS) included defending
champion Dorotas Wildcat and runner-up
Droopys Verve, as well as a powerful
Irish entry of 43 - with Pat Buckley’s
Braveheart Bobby and Mark Robinson’s
Ballyanne Sim among them.
It meant the winners of the English, Irish
and Scottish Derbys would do battle
across six rounds of top-class racing at
the Colwick Park circuit.
Sporting Dave had the distinction of
becoming the first heat winner of a
Nottingham Derby as he triumphed for a
Derby-winning trainer in Seamus Cahill,
with Dorotas Wildcat later featuring in

the race of the night as he was edged out
by Graham Holland’s exciting Irish talent
Wolfe - the newly introduced on-course
commentary provided by Paul Lawrence.
But if that first night of action was top
drawer, the second night featuring the
second batch of first-round heats was
even better as Pat Guilfoyle’s Skywalker
Logan set a new track record of 29.05sec
for the 500m in his heat, in the first of
a series of impressive and powerful
performances at Nottingham from the
Irish Cesarewitch winner.
A feature of the two-night second
round was Kevin Hutton’s Magical Bale
reversing Irish Derby form with Ballyanne
Sim, with the runner-up gaining revenge
for his Shelbourne defeat, although it was
another Hutton star in Dorotas Wildcat
who became the sponsor’s new favourite
with an authoritative win. The Double
Derby dream was still alive.
Heading into the third round and there
was a real sense of déjà vu as Dorotas
Wildcat and Droopys Verve, first and
second the previous year, stole the show with Angela Harrison’s runner setting the
standard with an outstanding 29.14sec.
Graham Holland’s team also flexed their
muscles again with wins for Clonbrien
Prince and Nice Charmer.
Come the quarter-finals and it was again
the Hutton-trained pair of Dorotas Wildcat
and Magical Bale who starred, with the
latter now quickest (29.14sec). Both
won their quarter-finals as did another
home-trained runner in Liz McNair’s
British-bred star Queen Beyonce, while
Paul Hennessy’s Priceless Blake struck
for Ireland in his last-24 contest.
Just 12 runners now remained and the
semi-finals saw the Hutton duo of Magical
Bale (29.42sec) and Dorotas Wildcat
drawn together and, while the former
starred again, the Wildcat bowed out
of the competition and into retirement.
He would lead the parade for the final,
proudly led up by Donna Witchalls, fiancee
of the Classic-winning trainer.
The second semi-final went to Ireland
courtesy of Graham Holland’s Clonbrien
Prince (29.40sec) and, having led home
Skywalker Logan (Patrick Guilfoyle) and

Ballymac Tas (Liam Dowling), meant four
Irish-trained runners would grace the
final after Priceless Blake had followed
Magical Bale and Droopys Expert (Angela
Harrison) across the line to qualify.
The field for the 2019 Star Sports, Arc and
LPS was now known and Ben Keith of
joint-sponsors Star Sports played a trump
card in hosting the traditional Derby
Lunch in the sumptuous surroundings of
The Ritz London.
Connections of the finalists were wined
and dined and the draw for the £100,000
shootout made by ex-cricketer and
Dancing on Ice star Ryan Sidebottom.
Supporters of home favourite Magical
Bale winced as he drew trap one, given
his anticipated middle move, but the
stage was nevertheless set for the sport’s
biggest night of the year.
So to the Derby Final and, if honours had
been even throughout the event, an Irish
one-two-three in the final - now called
home by Ian Fortune - sparked joyous
scenes on the track as Priceless Blake
brilliantly landed a trap-to-line victory to
plunder a second English Derby triumph
for trainer Paul Hennessy and a first for
his loyal and longstanding owners Bryan
and Kathleen Murphy.
For the record, the winning time was
29.32sec and Priceless Blake (Laughil
Blake-What A Diva, October 2016) crossed
the line ahead of Ballymac Tas (Liam
Dowling), Skywalker Logan (Pat Guilfoyle),
Magical Bale (Kevin Hutton), Droopys
Expert (Angela Harrison) and Clonbrien
Prince (Graham Holland). The winning
breeder was Martin Franklin.
As ever, Derby final night was full of
quality with a host of top-class winners
cheered on by a bumper sellout crowd
at Nottingham and, while a crowded-out
sixth place from a tough draw behind
impressive RPGTV Puppy Trophy winner
Trickys Dumbo (Robert Holt) might not
have suggested what was to come, it was
to be Ice On Fire’s year on the track.
The Jimmy Fenwick-trained, Dave
Spraggon-owned runner had looked
above-average with five straight wins to
kick off his career and, while suffering
successive defeats behind Trickys Dumbo
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in the puppy final and then the RPGTV
Select Stakes back at Colwick Park, he
never looked back thereafter - starting
with victory in the Nottingham Puppy
Classic.
He then brilliantly won The Alconex All
England Cup at home track Newcastle,
the Carling Eclipse back at Nottingham
and the O’Toole’s Gym Byker Laurels.
He received a local hero’s welcome on
his return to the north-east track, where
trainer Jimmy Fenwick is based and
his owner Dave Spraggon used to train
before hanging up his leads.
Ice On Fire duly walked off with the
GBGB Greyhound of the Year title, adding
the ACS Datastore 365 Newcomer of
the Year and the PA Media Standard
Distance Performer of the Year awards
on the night, landing a clean sweep of
the categories he was nominated in. The
October 2017 son of Crash and Bigmans
Grainne won 16 of his 19 starts in 2019.

plundered the CRS Sprinter of the Year
title having won the National Sprint at
Nottingham for owner Mick Gollogly.

victories at Crayford and Sheffield
respectively and was one of the
early-season stars of the track.

The BresMed Northern Sprint, the
sport’s only Category One two-bend
event, went to Kirsty Grayson’s
Coolavanny Dylan, while the main
hurdles prizes were landed by Seamus
Cahill’s Caislean Fifi (Cearnsport
Grand National) and Ricky Holloway’s
Turnhouse Jet (RPGTV Champion
Hurdle). The latter was named GBGB
Hurdler of the Year.

So, too, was the Patrick
Janssens-trained Desperado Dan (Coral
Coronation Cup) and he kick-started
a superb year for the Central Park
trainer who also scored Category One
titles with the likes of Bockos Doomie
(Henlow Puppy Derby) and Seaglass
Tiger (Ladbrokes Gold Cup). The kennel
had also won the RPGTV Juvenile with
Seaglass Phantom.

Hayley Keightley’s Roxholme Nidge
underlined his standing as one of the
best of recent years by successfully
defending his RPGTV Steel City Cup title
at Sheffield as well as winning the RPGTV
East Anglian Derby at Yarmouth, while
kennelmate Roxholme Poppy set a new
track record on her way to winning the
George Ing St Leger at the seaside track.

Janssens led champion trainer Mark
Wallis for much of the year but the
boss of Imperial Kennels reeled him in
to claim an eighth Trainer of the Year
title in a row and a remarkable and
record-breaking eleventh in total - clear
of Linda Mullins (7), John McGee (5) and
Charlie Lister OBE (4).

King Sheeran was named SIS British
Bred Greyhound of the Year after
winning the BGBF British Bred Derby at
Sheffield, the BGBF Produce Stakes at
Swindon and the end-of-season Coral
Greyhound Olympic at Hove - to follow
kennelmates King Turbo (2018) and King
Elvis (2017) as previous winners of the
British-bred title for Brendan Keogh and
the KSS Syndicate.

As previously mentioned, it was
Braveheart Bobby who kicked off the
Classic year with victory in the RPGTV
Scottish Derby at Shawfield for Irish
trainer Pat Buckley and would later head
to Nottingham for a crack at the English
version, while there was another Irish
success - a first in the stayers’ Classic
- as Brendan Maunsell’s Redzer Ardfert
landed a famous win in the RPGTV St
Leger at Perry Barr.

Oaks champion Bull Run Byte was
named GBGB Bitch of the Year for
trainer Kevin Hutton and owner Gilbert
Anderson following her success in
the bitches’ Classic at Swindon, while
the David Mullins-trained Troy Bella

The traditional sprinters’ Classic, the
BAPP Group of Companies Scurry Cup
at Belle Vue, went to Angela Harrison’s
Droopys Reel, while Heather Dimmock’s
Stardom (Ladbrokes Golden Jacket,
Queen Mother Cup) scored popular

Wallis amassed 221 open-race wins
during the year for a points tally of
1,120 points including wins for Aayamza
Breeze in the Coral Regency at Hove,
Bumblebee Bullet (Coral TV Trophy)
and Aayamza Express (Coral Champion
Stakes), both at Romford, and Antigua
Fire in the Jay & Kay Coach Tours Kent
St Leger at Crayford.
It meant the 11-time champion trainer
finished ahead of his former assistant
Patrick Janssens (991), Liz McNair (912),
Angela Harrison (699), Kevin Hutton (656)
and Seamus Cahill (621).
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UKAS
Update
GBGB is accredited by the
UK’s national accreditation
body UKAS (United Kingdom
Accreditation Service) for the
inspection and licensing of
greyhound tracks. In order
to retain this mark of quality
GBGB has, since first gaining
accreditation in 2010, continued
to demonstrate to UKAS that
the system it has in place to
carry out these activities is
operated in a consistent, impartial and transparent manner
and meets all aspects of international standard ISO 17065 for
the activities of licensing or ‘certification’.
UKAS have carried out audits at GBGB’s Head Office and
trackside (with a UKAS auditor assessing a GBGB Stipendiary
Steward as they carry out a track inspection) every year since
2010. Throughout these assessments, GBGB have met the
standards required, demonstrating a robust system that
ensures that we are upholding the integrity of racing and
safeguarding the welfare of the greyhounds taking center
stage, at every track.

UKAS Audits
Audits are carried out by an experienced UKAS assessment
manager and a technical assessor with veterinary expertise
who review GBGB’s processes and documentation looking for
evidence of compliance with ISO 17065, including the following:
• Confirmation that regular inspections (surveillance, and
a full annual inspection) are taking place at all tracks to
ensure compliance with relevant GBGB Rules of Racing.
• Regular reviews of all areas of the inspection and
licensing processes by the executive management team
to ensure they meet the required standards and to
make efforts to improve the system further, reacting to
changes in requirements and advances in technology.
• Recruitment and staff training that is carried out
consistently and following a documented process,
ensuring that staff employed have the required
expertise for their role and can continuously
demonstrate a high level of competence.

• The presence of a clear complaints procedure, to
allow tracks to submit complaints and appeals on the
licensing and inspection process. GBGB employ this
procedure across all aspects of the organisation and
respond and react to complaints made via the correct
channels.
• Non-discrimination towards track licence applicants
with no unreasonable conditions or financial
prerequisites in place that would prevent applications.
• Monitoring of impartiality - impartiality is a key
requirement of UKAS accreditation. GBGB uses the
completion of ‘declaration of interest’ forms and
ensures different employees are involved in checking
different stages of each process. An independent
Impartiality Committee also monitors processes to
ensure objectivity and consistency across GBGB’s
accredited activities, and is able to raise any issue of
concern externally to UKAS.
Audits are thorough and if UKAS identify any areas not
meeting the requirements of ISO Standard 17065, these must
be rectified within one month. In 2019, UKAS identified two
issues of non-compliance; one caused by a lack of clarity in
an internal document and the other concerning the appeals
process. These non-compliances were notified to GBGB on
11th October 2019 and UKAS formally accepted that these
had been rectified on 9th December 2019, confirming GBGB’s
accreditation for another year.
GBGB strives to make improvements to its processes year
on year to increase efficiency for the tracks it licenses whilst
maintaining confidence and promoting standards.

Extension of Accreditation –
Trainers’ Residential Kennels
In 2019, GBGB continued to make progress towards extending
its UKAS accreditation to include the licensing of trainers’
residential kennels. GBGB commenced work with NSF
International who have been appointed to carry out kennel
inspections on GBGB’s behalf. Extensive work also continued
on the development of inspection documentation and on
incorporating BSI PAS 251, Specification for greyhound trainers’
residential kennels (the standard against which kennels would
be inspected) into the Rules of Racing, with the aim of applying
for UKAS accreditation extension in 2020.
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“

G BGB strives to make improvements
to its processes year on year to
increase efficiency for the tracks it
licenses whilst maintaining confidence
and promoting standards.

”
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Statement of Income
and Retained Earnings
For the year ending 31st December 2019

Turnover
   
Administrative expenses
   
Operating Profit

2019
£

2018
£

5,155,658

5,241,548

(5,049,999)

(4,783,633)

105,659    

457,915  

2,523

1,191

Profit before tax

108,182

459,106

Tax on profit		
   

(10,225)

(32,303)

97,957

426,803

492,413

65,610

97,957

426,803

590,370

492,413

   

Interest receivable and similar income
   

Profit after tax
   
Retained earnings at the beginning of the year
Profit for the year
   
Retained earnings at the end of the year
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Banking
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62-63 Threadneedle Street,
London, EC2R 8LA
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J E Burns Graphics Ltd
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Balance Sheet
For the year ending
31st December 2019
Fixed assets

2019

2019

2018

2018

£

£

£

£

  

    

  
87,690

54,160

Tangible assets
   

132,393

73,858

  

220,083

128,018

Intangible assets

Current assets
Debtors: amounts falling due within one year
Cash at bank and in hand
   
  

  

635,283

771,485

1,471,121

1,333,693

2,106,404

2,105,178  

Creditors: amounts falling
due within one year
   

(1,736,117)

  

(1,740,783)

   

Net current assets
      

370,287

(364,395)

Net assets
   

590,370  

492,413

Capital and reserves
Profit and loss account
   

   

  

   
590,370   

492,413    

590,370

492,413

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions applicable to companies subject to the
small companies regime and in accordance with the provisions of FRS 102 Section 1A – small entities.
The financial statements were approved and authorised for issue by the board and were signed on its behalf on 21st May 2020.
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